CONTRACT
VALIDATION
Validate formulary positioning at
scale to reduce rebate leakage

The Industry Challenge
Each year manufacturers pay billions of dollars to PBMs and payers to secure favorable access for
their brand. However, when it comes time to process the rebate invoice, many manufacturers lack
visibility to know if PBMs and payers are adhering to the formulary positioning outlined in the contract
terms. Rebate analysts spend days manually verifying formulary positioning to ensure timely, accurate
payments. This process is unsustainable, rife with errors, and is difficult to execute at scale. Pharma is
losing millions of dollars in rebate leakage and lost productivity due to manually intensive processes to
validate contracted coverage.
Contract Validation is a workflow automation platform that enables manufacturers to validate
formulary positioning at scale by crosschecking the contract language against MMIT’s industryleading data.
Remove the manual burden of
formulary verification from your
rebate processing team

View real-time, historical coverage
and associated documentation
directly within the platform

Access data and source documents
from PBMs and payers for the most
comprehensive dataset available

Save time by letting our experts
interpret and map the downstream
formularies from your customer
www.mmitnetwork.com
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Trust the Industry Leader in Payer Data and Insights

1

Intelligently Sourced

Digital data streams sourced directly from MMIT’s payer clients ensure the highest
level of accuracy.

2

Continuously Validated

3

Universally Trusted

Refreshed every day by MMIT’s AI tools and verified through our clinical center of
excellence.

MMIT data is used across the healthcare continuum by investment firms,
manufacturers, consulting agencies, and HCPs.

280+

clinical
indications
assessed

Digital Data
streams
directly from

65+ Payers

15 day

refresh cycle

and PBMs

INDUSTRYLEADING DATA &
INTELLIGENCE

100% FOCUSED
ON THE CLIENT
EXPERIENCE
Our experts will guide you throughout
the implementation process to ensure
that your organization obtains the full
ROI on your investment in Contract
Validation.
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